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About the App:
The PMO’s app is meant to connect the Prime Minister’s Office with
the general public, while keeping them informed about the PMO and its
initiatives and engaging them in interesting tasks to enhance the overall growth
of the Nation. It should be available in both online and offline modes. It
provides three basic types of features to the users :




Information
Broadcast
Interaction

The Information features enlighten the users about the various aspects of the
PMO and their functionalities, and give users a virtual tour of the Prime
Minister’s Residence and Office.
The Broadcast features give users access to various news about the
Government of India, Social Media feeds and notifications . The app would also
allow the users to listen to PM’s Mann Ki Baat.
The Interaction feature allows the users to interact with the Prime Minister of
India directly. It also would provide the user with features like participation in
polls, donating to PM’s National Relief Fund, following the PM through his
official calendar and purchasing goodies using the in-app Merchandise Store.
Also, Quizzes and Games will be available for the user to play and thus win
rewards and credit points .

The various wireframes of the app have been described hereafter :

SRN01
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN01 is the homepage of the app. It loads as the first activity of the app
and populates the complete screen.
SRN01 provides users direct and indirect access to all the in-app
features. The default feature which loads is the News Update from the
government under the News Section. Access to other features is provided
through other buttons(described in Operations).
Operations:



OPR1: Clicking on the left sliding panel.
OPR2: Scrolling down the News Section.



OPR3: Clicking on the ‘more’ button at the bottom of the screen.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The ImageView set on top three animates three popular images of the PM every
three seconds as an automatic Slide Show.
The News Section is the Main View here consisting of a List View with id
‘listView1’. The ListView consists of an image, a text and a button.
Image- The image is shown for the active news only, that is, the image
corresponding to news currently the user is scrolled to.
Text – The text is shown as the News headline for each news. It is placed over
the image for better user experience. The font color will be neutral so as to
suffice for any background image.
Button – The ‘Voice Out’ feature is represented using the button on the extreme
right in each row of the list view. When ‘Voice Out’ is clicked, it posts the
corresponding news headline and description link to the user’s facebook
profile, twitter profile and broadcasts on Whatsapp.

Navigation:



From – When the user launches the app from his mobile’s homescreen or menu.
To – Depending on the Operation selected, the user can navigate to
other screens. OPR1 leads to SRN02.01. OPR2 leads to SRN03.
OPR3 leads to SRN04.01 .

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN02.01
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN02.01 is a Sliding Panel option. It provides users direct access to all
the in-app features.
Operations:
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cross button.
‘PM’s Profile’ button.
‘PM’s Gallery’ button.
‘PM’s Videos’ button.
‘PM’s Mann ki Baat’ button.
‘Interact With PM’ button.
‘Settings’ button.
‘Next’ button.
Main Screen beneath the Sliding Panel.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The Sliding Panel is the main view here. It appears translucently over the main
screen. A toast message appears besides each icon of the sliding panel for 3
seconds to inform the user about which icon represents which feature.
The Sliding Panel is used to provide user with direct option to access features
of the app from any screen.
Navigation:
Fluid Animation is used when the sliding panel starts sliding on to the
screen. Also, when an icon from the sliding panel is clicked, it animates to
inform user that it has been clicked.



From – When the sliding panel is selected in any of the screens. Or
when the user clicks the ‘back’ button from SRN02.02 .
To – Depending on the Operation selected, the user can navigate to
other screens. OPR1 leads to SRN01. OPR2 leads to SRN05.01 .
OPR3 leads to SRN0. OPR4 leads to SRN0 . OPR5 leads to SRN0 .
OPR6 leads to SRN0 . OPR7 leads to SRN0 . OPR8 leads to SRN0 .
OPR( leads to SRN01.

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN02.02
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN02.02 is a Sliding Panel option. It provides users direct access
to all the in-app features.
Operations:
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cross button.
‘PM’s Initiatives’ button.
‘Buy Merchandise’ button.
‘PM’s Calendar’ button.
‘Polls’ button.
‘Donate to PMNRF’ button.
‘Rewards and Credit Points’ button.
‘Back’ button.
Main Screen beneath the Sliding Panel.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The Sliding Panel is the main view here. It appears translucently over the main
screen. A toast message appears besides each icon of the sliding panel for 3
seconds to inform the user about which icon represents which feature.
The Sliding Panel is used to provide user with direct option to access features
of the app from any screen.
Navigation:
Fluid Animation is used when the sliding panel starts sliding on to the
screen. Also, when an icon from the sliding panel is clicked, it animates to
inform user that it has been clicked.



From – When the sliding panel is selected in any of the screens. Or
when the user clicks the ‘back’ button in SRN02.01 .
To – Depending on the Operation selected, the user can navigate to
other screens. OPR1 leads to SRN01. OPR2 leads to SRN0. OPR3
leads to SRN0. OPR4 leads to SRN0 . OPR5 leads to SRN0 . OPR6
leads to SRN0 . OPR7 leads to SRN0 . OPR8 leads to SRN0 . OPR9
leads to SRN01.

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN03
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN03 provides users direct and indirect access to all the in-app
features. On Scrolling down, the News Update occupies the screen vertically
under the News Section. Access to other features is provided through other
buttons(described in Operations).
Operations:




OPR1: Clicking on the left sliding panel.
OPR2: Scrolling down the News Section. OPR2 keeps the user in SRN03.
OPR3: Clicking on the ‘more’ button at the bottom of the screen.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The Image View at top in SRN01 dissolves to form a Sticker tag with a label to
inform the user about the name of the current screen.
The News Section is the Main View here consisting of a List View with id
‘listView1’. The ListView consists of an image, a text and a button.
Image- The image is shown for the active news only, that is, the image
corresponding to news currently the user is scrolled to.
Text – The text is shown as the News headline for each news. It is placed over
the image for better user experience. The font color will be neutral so as to
suffice for any background image.
Button – The ‘Voice Out’ feature is represented using the button on the extreme
right in each row of the list view. When ‘Voice Out’ is clicked, it posts the
corresponding news headline and description link to the user’s facebook
profile, twitter profile and broadcasts on Whatsapp.

Navigation:



From – When the user scrolls down in SRN01, resulting in SRN03.
To – Depending on the Operation selected, the user can navigate to
other screens. OPR1 leads to SRN02.01. OPR3 leads to SRN04.

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN04.01

Purpose of the Screen:
SRN04.01 is a More features option. It provides users direct access to all
the related in-app features.
Operations:
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‘News Feed’ button.
‘Social Media Feeds’ button.
‘Notifications’ button.
‘Minimize’ button.
‘Main Screen’ beneath the More Options Panel.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The More Options panel is the main view here. It appears translucently over
the main screen. It is used to provide user with direct option to access related
features to the currently accessed feature.
Navigation:
Fluid Animation is used when the More Options starts sliding up to the
screen. Also, when an icon from the sliding panel is clicked, it animates to
inform user that it has been clicked.



From – SRN01 and SRN03.
To – Depending on the Operation selected, the user can navigate to
other screens. OPR1 leads to SRN03. OPR2 leads to SRN04.02.
OPR3 leads to SRN04.03. OPR4 leads to SRN03 . OPR5 leads to
SRN0 3.

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN 04.02
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN04.02 shows the Social Media Feeds occupying the screen vertically.
Access to other features is provided through ‘More Feature’. It provides users
direct access to all the related in-app features.
Operations:





OPR1: Clicking
OPR2: Clicking
SRN04.02.
OPR3: Clicking
OPR4: Clicking

on the left sliding panel.
on the Facebook button. OPR2 keeps the user in
on the Twitter button.
on the ‘more’ button at the bottom of the screen.

Main Views and their Purpose:
Depending on the selected button, the corresponding list view appears.
The Social Media Feeds is the Main View here consisting of a List View with id
‘listView2’. The ListView consists of a text showing the post fetched from
facebook and twitter respectively.
Navigation:



From – When the user selects Social Media Feeds in SRN04.01 .
To – Depending on the Social Media button selected, the user can
navigate to other screens. OPR1 leads to SRN02.01. OPR2 keeps
the user in SRN04.02. OPR3 leads to SRN04.02 with news feeds
from twitter populating the list view. OPR4 leads to SRN04.01
The following image shows what happens when OPR4 is performed
while in SRN04.02.

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN04.03
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN04.03 shows the Notifications occupying the screen vertically. Access
to other features is provided through ‘More Feature’. It provides users direct
access to all the related in-app features.
Operations:




OPR1: Clicking on the left sliding panel.
OPR2: Scrolling down the Notification List.
OPR3: Clicking on the ‘more’ button at the bottom of the screen.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The Notification Feeds is the Main View here consisting of a List View with id
‘listView3’. The ListView consists of a text showing notification fetched from the
server to the user.

Navigation:



From – When the user selects Notifications Hub in SRN04.01 .
To – OPR1 leads to SRN02.01 . OPR2 leads to older notifications
appearing in SRN04.03 . OPR3 leads to SRN04.01 .

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN 05.01
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN05.01 shows the PM’s Profile. It gives description about the PM and
key information related to him. It also provides users with a direct link to visit
the PM’s website www.pmindia.gov.in from directly within the app. Access to
other features is provided through ‘More Feature’ which provides users direct
access to all the related in-app features.
Operations:





OPR1:
OPR2:
OPR3:
OPR4:

Clicking on the left sliding panel.
Scrolling down the Text Description of PM.
Clicking on the Website link.
Clicking on the ‘more’ button at the bottom of the screen.

Main Views and their Purpose:

The Text View containing the description of the PM is the main view here.
Other supporting views are the Image View containing the profile picture of the
PM and the label and hyperlink containing the PM’s name and website link
respectively.
Navigation:



From – When the user selects PM’s Profile in SRN02.01 .
To – OPR1 leads to SRN02.01 . OPR2 leads to scrolling down of the
text description appearing in SRN05.01. OPR3 leads to SRN05.011.
OPR4 leads to SRN04.01 .

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN05.011

Purpose of the Screen:
SRN05.011 shows the PM’s Official Website within a in-app browser. The
website gives gives description about the PM and key information related to
him.
Operations:



OPR1: Clicking on the left sliding panel.
OPR2: User interacting with the website.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The Web View containing the PM’s official website is the main view here.
Navigation:



From – When the user selects PM’s Website in SRN05.01 .
To – OPR1 leads to SRN02.01 .

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN05.012
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN05.012 showcases a More features option. It provides users direct
access to all the related in-app features.
Operations:
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‘PM’ button.
‘PMO’ button.
‘PMO’s Quotes’ button.
‘PMO’s Chart’ button.
‘PM’s Office’ button.
‘PM’s Residence’ button.
‘Minimize’ button.
‘Main Screen’ beneath the More Options Panel.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The More Options panel is the main view here. It appears translucently over
the main screen. It is used to provide user with direct option to access related
features to the currently accessed feature.
Navigation:
Fluid Animation is used when the More Options starts sliding up to the
screen. Also, when an icon from the sliding panel is clicked, it animates to
inform user that it has been clicked.



From – SRN05.01 .
To – Depending on the Operation selected, the user can navigate to
other screens. OPR1 leads to SRN05.01. OPR2 leads to SRN05.02.
OPR3 leads to SRN05.03. OPR4 leads to SRN05.04 . OPR5 leads to
SRN05.05 . OPR6 leads to SRN05.06 . OPR7 leads to SRN05.07 .
OPR8 leads to SRN03.

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN05.02
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN05.02 shows the PM’s Profile. It gives facts and trivia about the PMO
and key information related to them. Access to other features is provided
through ‘More Feature’ which provides users direct access to all the related inapp features.
Operations:





OPR1:
OPR2:
OPR3:
OPR4:

Clicking on the left sliding panel.
Scrolling down the List View of PMO’s Historic facts.
Scrolling down the List View of PMO’s Trivia.
Clicking on the ‘more’ button at the bottom of the screen.

Main Views and their Purpose:

The List View containing the PMO’s Historic facts has id listview04, while the
list view containing the PMO’s Trivia has id listview05.
Navigation:



From – When the user selects PMO in SRN05.012 .
To – OPR1 leads to SRN02.01 . OPR2 leads to scrolling down of the
listview04 appearing in SRN05.02. OPR3 leads to scrolling down of
the listview05 appearing in SRN05.02. OPR4 leads to SRN05.021 .

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN05.021
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN05.021 showcases a More features option. It provides users direct
access to all the related in-app features.

Operations:
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‘PM’ button.
‘PMO’ button.
‘PMO’s Quotes’ button.
‘PMO’s Chart’ button.
‘PM’s Office’ button.
‘PM’s Residence’ button.
‘Minimize’ button.
‘Main Screen’ beneath the More Options Panel.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The More Options panel is the main view here. It appears translucently over
the main screen. It is used to provide user with direct option to access related
features to the currently accessed feature.
Navigation:
Fluid Animation is used when the More Options starts sliding up to the
screen. Also, when an icon from the sliding panel is clicked, it animates to
inform user that it has been clicked.



From – SRN05.02 .
To – Depending on the Operation selected, the user can navigate to
other screens. OPR1 leads to SRN05.01. OPR2 leads to SRN05.02.
OPR3 leads to SRN05.03. OPR4 leads to SRN05.04 . OPR5 leads to
SRN05.05 . OPR6 leads to SRN05.06 . OPR7 leads to SRN05.07 .
OPR8 leads to SRN03.

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN05.03
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN05.03 shows the PM’s Profile. It gives quotes of the PM. Access to
other features is provided through ‘More Feature’ which provides users direct
access to all the related in-app features.
Operations:





OPR1:
OPR2:
OPR3:
OPR4:

Clicking on the left sliding panel.
Scrolling down the List View of PM’s Quotes.
Clicking on ‘Voice Out’ Button.
Clicking on the ‘more’ button at the bottom of the screen.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The List View containing the PM’s Historic facts has id listview06.
Navigation:




From – When the user selects PMO in SRN05.021 .
To – OPR1 leads to SRN02.01 . OPR2 leads to scrolling down of the
listview06 appearing in SRN05.021. OPR3 leads to ‘Voice Out
which shares the post through various techniques OPR4 leads to
SRN05.021 .

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN05.031
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN05.031 showcases a More features option. It provides users direct
access to all the related in-app features.
Operations:


OPR1: Clicking on the ‘PM’ button.
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‘PMO’ button.
‘PMO’s Quotes’ button.
‘PMO’s Chart’ button.
‘PM’s Office’ button.
‘PM’s Residence’ button.
‘Minimize’ button.
‘Main Screen’ beneath the More Options Panel.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The More Options panel is the main view here. It appears translucently over
the main screen. It is used to provide user with direct option to access related
features to the currently accessed feature.
Navigation:
Fluid Animation is used when the More Options starts sliding up to the
screen. Also, when an icon from the sliding panel is clicked, it animates to
inform user that it has been clicked.



From – SRN05.03 .
To – Depending on the Operation selected, the user can navigate to
other screens. OPR1 leads to SRN05.01. OPR2 leads to SRN05.02.
OPR3 leads to SRN05.03. OPR4 leads to SRN05.04 . OPR5 leads to
SRN05.05 . OPR6 leads to SRN05.06 . OPR7 leads to SRN05.07 .
OPR8 leads to SRN03.

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN05.04
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN05.04 shows the PM’s Profile. It gives quotes of the PM. Access to
other features is provided through ‘More Feature’ which provides users direct
access to all the related in-app features.
Operations:





OPR1:
OPR2:
OPR3:
OPR4:

Clicking on the left sliding panel.
Selecting a number and calling.
Selecting a email id and sending an e-mail.
Clicking on the ‘more’ button at the bottom of the screen.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The Radio Buttons containing the calling directory has id radio01. The Radio
Buttons having the email directory has id radio02.

Navigation:



From – When the user selects PMO in SRN05.031 .
To – OPR1 leads to SRN02.01 . OPR2 leads to calling a number
from mobile’s phone app. OPR3 leads to sending an email from
mobile’s email app. OPR4 leads to SRN05.021 .

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN05.041
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN05.041 showcases a More features option. It provides users direct
access to all the related in-app features.
Operations:
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‘PM’ button.
‘PMO’ button.
‘PMO’s Quotes’ button.
‘PMO’s Chart’ button.
‘PM’s Office’ button.
‘PM’s Residence’ button.
‘Minimize’ button.
‘Main Screen’ beneath the More Options Panel.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The More Options panel is the main view here. It appears translucently over
the main screen. It is used to provide user with direct option to access related
features to the currently accessed feature.
Navigation:
Fluid Animation is used when the More Options starts sliding up to the
screen. Also, when an icon from the sliding panel is clicked, it animates to
inform user that it has been clicked.



From – SRN05.04 .
To – Depending on the Operation selected, the user can navigate to
other screens. OPR1 leads to SRN05.01. OPR2 leads to SRN05.02.
OPR3 leads to SRN05.03. OPR4 leads to SRN05.04 . OPR5 leads to
SRN05.05 . OPR6 leads to SRN05.06 . OPR7 leads to SRN05.07 .
OPR8 leads to SRN03.

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN05.05
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN05.05 shows the PM’s Profile. It gives quotes of the PM. Access to
other features is provided through ‘More Feature’ which provides users direct
access to all the related in-app features.
Operations:





OPR1:
OPR2:
OPR3:
OPR4:

Clicking on the left sliding panel.
Selecting a video and viewing it.
Selecting a image and viewing it.
Clicking on the ‘more’ button at the bottom of the screen.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The Horizontal Gallery View containing the video thumbnails has id gallery01.
The Horizontal Gallery View having the image thumbnail has id gallery02.

Navigation:



From – When the user selects PMO in SRN05.041 .
To – OPR1 leads to SRN02.01 . OPR2 leads to viewing a video from
mobile’s video player app. OPR3 leads to viewing a image from
mobile’s gallery app. OPR4 leads to SRN05.021 .

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN05.051
Purpose of the Screen:

SRN05.051 showcases a More features option. It provides users direct
access to all the related in-app features.
Operations:
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‘PM’ button.
‘PMO’ button.
‘PMO’s Quotes’ button.
‘PMO’s Chart’ button.
‘PM’s Office’ button.
‘PM’s Residence’ button.
‘Minimize’ button.
‘Main Screen’ beneath the More Options Panel.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The More Options panel is the main view here. It appears translucently over
the main screen. It is used to provide user with direct option to access related
features to the currently accessed feature.
Navigation:
Fluid Animation is used when the More Options starts sliding up to the
screen. Also, when an icon from the sliding panel is clicked, it animates to
inform user that it has been clicked.



From – SRN05.05 .
To – Depending on the Operation selected, the user can navigate to
other screens. OPR1 leads to SRN05.01. OPR2 leads to SRN05.02.
OPR3 leads to SRN05.03. OPR4 leads to SRN05.04 . OPR5 leads to
SRN05.05 . OPR6 leads to SRN05.06 . OPR7 leads to SRN05.07 .
OPR8 leads to SRN03.

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN05.06
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN05.06 shows the PM’s Profile. It gives quotes of the PM. Access to
other features is provided through ‘More Feature’ which provides users direct
access to all the related in-app features.
Operations:





OPR1:
OPR2:
OPR3:
OPR4:

Clicking on the left sliding panel.
Selecting a video and viewing it.
Selecting a image and viewing it.
Clicking on the ‘more’ button at the bottom of the screen.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The Horizontal Gallery View containing the video thumbnails has id gallery01.
The Horizontal Gallery View having the image thumbnail has id gallery02.

Navigation:



From – When the user selects PMO in SRN05.051 .
To – OPR1 leads to SRN02.01 . OPR2 leads to viewing a video from
mobile’s video player app. OPR3 leads to viewing a image from
mobile’s gallery app. OPR4 leads to SRN05.021 .

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN05.061
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN05.061 showcases a More features option. It provides users direct
access to all the related in-app features.
Operations:
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‘PM’ button.
‘PMO’ button.
‘PMO’s Quotes’ button.
‘PMO’s Chart’ button.
‘PM’s Office’ button.
‘PM’s Residence’ button.
‘Minimize’ button.
‘Main Screen’ beneath the More Options Panel.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The More Options panel is the main view here. It appears translucently over
the main screen. It is used to provide user with direct option to access related
features to the currently accessed feature.
Navigation:
Fluid Animation is used when the More Options starts sliding up to the
screen. Also, when an icon from the sliding panel is clicked, it animates to
inform user that it has been clicked.



From – SRN05.06 .
To – Depending on the Operation selected, the user can navigate to
other screens. OPR1 leads to SRN05.01. OPR2 leads to SRN05.02.
OPR3 leads to SRN05.03. OPR4 leads to SRN05.04 . OPR5 leads to
SRN05.05 . OPR6 leads to SRN05.06 . OPR7 leads to SRN05.07 .
OPR8 leads to SRN03.

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN06.01
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN06 shows the PM’s Gallery. It gives pictures of the PM. Access to
other features is provided through ‘More Feature’ which provides users direct
access to all the related in-app features.
Operations:




OPR1: Clicking on the left sliding panel.
OPR2: Selecting a image thumbnail and opening it.
OPR3: Clicking on the ‘more’ button at the bottom of the screen.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The Vertical Gallery View having the image thumbnail has id gallery03.
Navigation:




From – When the user selects PMO in SRN02.01 .
To – OPR1 leads to SRN02.01 . OPR2 leads to SRN06.02. OPR4
leads to SRN06.03 .

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN06.02
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN06.02 shows the PM’s Gallery. Access to other features is provided
through ‘More Feature’ which provides users direct access to all the related inapp features.
Operations:



OPR1: Clicking on the left sliding panel.
OPR2: Selecting option to set image as Screensaver.





OPR3: Selecting option to set image as Wallpaper.
OPR3: Sliding thumbnails to view other images.
OPR4: Clicking on the ‘more’ button at the bottom of the screen.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The Horizontal Gallery View containing the image thumbnails has id gallery04.
Navigation:



From – When the user selects PMO in SRN06.01 .
To – OPR1 leads to SRN02.01 . OPR2 leads to image been set as
screensaver. OPR3 leads to image been set as Wallpaper.OPR4
leads to SRN06.03 .

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN06.03

Purpose of the Screen:
SRN06.03 showcases a More features option. It provides users direct
access to all the related in-app features.
Operations:





OPR1:
OPR2:
OPR3:
OPR4:

Clicking
Clicking
Clicking
Clicking

on
on
on
on

the
the
the
the

‘PM Modi’ button.
‘Former PMs’ button.
‘Minimize’ button.
‘Main Screen’ beneath the More Options Panel.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The More Options panel is the main view here. It appears translucently over
the main screen. It is used to provide user with direct option to access related
features to the currently accessed feature.
Navigation:
Fluid Animation is used when the More Options starts sliding up to the
screen. Also, when an icon from the sliding panel is clicked, it animates to
inform user that it has been clicked.



From – SRN06.02 .
To – Depending on the Operation selected, the user can navigate to
other screens. OPR1 leads to SRN06.01. OPR2 leads to SRN06.04.
OPR3 leads to SRN05.07 . OPR4 leads to SRN03.

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN06.04
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN06.04 shows the PM’s Gallery. Access to other features is provided
through ‘More Feature’ which provides users direct access to all the related inapp features.
Operations:






OPR1:
OPR2:
OPR3:
OPR3:
OPR4:

Clicking on the left sliding panel.
Selecting option to set image as Screensaver.
Selecting option to set image as Wallpaper.
Sliding thumbnails to view other images.
Clicking on the ‘more’ button at the bottom of the screen.

Main Views and their Purpose:

The Horizontal Gallery View containing the image thumbnails has id gallery05.
Navigation:



From – When the user selects Former PMs in SRN06.03 .
To – OPR1 leads to SRN02.01 . OPR2 leads to image been set as
screensaver. OPR3 leads to image been set as Wallpaper.OPR4
leads to SRN06.03 .

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN07
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN07 shows the PM’s Videos.The Videos are fetched from the YouTube
channel belonging to the PMO.

Operations:






OPR1: Clicking on the left sliding panel.
OPR2: Performing Search Operation.
OPR3: Playing a video thumbnail.
OPR4: Sliding thumbnails vertically to view other videos.
OPR5: Clicking on the ‘full-screen’ button at the bottom of each
thumbnail.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The Horizontal Gallery View containing the image thumbnails has id gallery06.
Navigation:



From – When the user selects PM’s Videos in SRN02.01 .
To – OPR1 leads to SRN02.01 . OPR2 leads to search operation
been performed and results loaded same as SRN07. OPR3 leads to
video playing using YouTube API .OPR4 leads sliding the screen
vertically and results loading correspondingly. OPR5 leads to video
changed to full screen mode for viewing .

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN08
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN08 shows the PM’s Mann Ki Baat. The audios are fetched from PM’s
website.
Operations:




OPR1: Clicking on the left sliding panel.
OPR2: Clicking on play
OPR3: Sliding vertically to listen to other audios.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The Vertical list having id as listaudio and containing button play a video and
text to siplay audio details and time.

Navigation:



From – When the user selects PM’s Mann Ki Baat in SRN02.01 .
To – OPR1 leads to SRN02.01 . OPR2 plays the audio. OPR3 leads
to older audio files to populate the list.

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN09
Purpose of the Screen:
SRN09 shows the Interact With PM through in-app browser.
Operations:



OPR1: Clicking on the left sliding panel.
OPR2: Selecting the browser elements.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The Browser is the main view here having a web view with id webview02.
Navigation:



From – When the user selects PMO in SRN02.01 .
To – OPR1 leads to SRN02.01 . OPR2 leads to interactions with
PM.

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN10.01
Purpose of the Screen:

SRN10.01 shows the PM’s Initiatives. Access to other features is provided
through ‘More Feature’ which provides users direct access to all the related inapp features.
Operations:




OPR1: Clicking on the left sliding panel.
OPR2: Selecting option to choose timeline year
OPR3: Clicking on the ‘more’ button at the bottom of the screen.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The text description through the text view describes the Initiative in details. On
selecting the timeline year, the table data is loaded correspondingly.
Navigation:



From – When the user selects PMO in SRN02.01 .
To – OPR1 leads to SRN02.01 . OPR2 leads to timeline year been
set . OPR3 leads to SRN10.02

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN10.02

Purpose of the Screen:
SRN10.02 showcases a More features option. It provides users direct
access to all the related in-app features.
Operations:




OPR1: Clicking the Initiative.
OPR2: Clicking on the ‘Minimize’ button.
OPR3: Clicking on the ‘Main Screen’ beneath the More Options Panel.

Main Views and their Purpose:
The More Options panel is the main view here. It appears translucently over
the main screen. It is used to provide user with direct option to access related
features to the currently accessed feature.

Navigation:
Fluid Animation is used when the More Options starts sliding up to the
screen. Also, when an icon from the sliding panel is clicked, it animates to
inform user that it has been clicked.



From – SRN05.06 .
To – Depending on the Operation selected, the user can navigate to
other screens. OPR1 leads to SRN10.01 with the corresponding
initiative details. OPR2 leads to SRN10.01 . OPR8 leads to
SRN10.01.

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN11
Merchandise Store

Purpose of the Screen:
SRN11 showcases a Merchandise Store.
Operations:







OPR1:
OPR2:
OPR3:
OPR4:
OPR5:
OPR6:

Clicking on the ‘Pay’ button.
Clicking on the ‘Add to Cart’ button.
Clicking on the ‘Add Review’ button.
Clicking on the ‘See Cart’ button.
Performing Seacrh operation.
Scrolling the list

Main Views and their Purpose:
The items are in a form of a list view with id listview10 with each row
containing item description,price,review and add to cart option.
Navigation:
Fluid Animation is used when the More Options starts sliding up to the
screen. Also, when an icon from the sliding panel is clicked, it animates to
inform user that it has been clicked.



From – SRN11 .
To – Depending on the Operation selected, the user can navigate to
the following screens:

Validations on the User Input :
None.

SRN12

SRN13

SRN 14

SRN15

CMS
What is a CMS?

The definition of a CMS is an application, that provides capabilities
for multiple users with different permission levels to manage (all or
a part of) content, data or information of an internet / intranet
application.
Features that the CMS of the PMO App will support:

SIGN-IN/SIGN-UP:
To become registered, the users must sign-up, i.e. make an account
on the official website (www.mygov.nic.in) . Once registered, they
can simply sign-in using their user-id and password. When logging
in, the user data will be encrypted and reach the CMS first from
where it will be decrypted and sent to the government database. The

password will go in encrypted form to the CMS and from there in
the decrypted form to the government database.
The Admin can access the CMS using the web interface . Using a
256-bit secured encryption algorithm, the admin can login to the
control panel of CMS.
This data will be stored in a MySQL database on the server and
storage and retrieval will be done via the server-side scripting
language PHP.
Every user has the right to register himself/herself on the website.
Using the app, every user can log in to his/her account. The admin
can access the CMS using the web interface.
No special privileges regarding sign-in to the app. For web interface,
the admin can provide privileges to selected accounts.
IMAGES:
Images form dynamic content. As and when the PM will visit
nations, organise events, take up new initiatives or participate in
the old ones, images covering up his activities can then be uploaded
in real time using the CMS. Also users of app can upload and share
images of their participation in some event or activity.
The images will be uploaded on a NoSQL database created on a
MongoDB server and will be retrieved from there. PHP is the serverside scripting language that will be required to perform the storage
and retrieval.
The Admin will upload the image to the CMS using web interface.
Every user of the app will have access to the images that will be
uploaded. Privileges:

All users can view the images. But only the CMS administrator has
the privilege to upload or delete the images in the PM’s gallery,
whereas registered users can upload and delete images of their
participation in a separate gallery which will be provided for
them,which will be filtered by the admin before being displayed to
the public(Phase 3).
VIDEOS:
Just like images, videos also form dynamic content that needs to be
updated as the PM involves in new activities and events, via the
CMS. Also users of app can upload and share videos of their
participation in some event or activity
The videos will be uploaded on a NoSQL database created on a
MongoDB server and will be retrieved from there. PHP is the serverside scripting language that will be required to perform the storage
and retrieval.
l have access to the videos that will be
uploaded.
All users can view the videos.
The videos will be fetched from the government channels on
YouTube.
CALENDAR:
The Calendar will show the timeline of upcoming events, initiatives
and tours that are going to be taken by the PM. Thus, as and when
events will be planned they need to be marked on the calendar and
so it comes as a part of the CMS.
A entry and edit section will be available to the admin to upload and
edit the calendar.

Admin can access the web interface of the CMS.
and join the event. The CMS administrator is the only one with the
privilege to add events to the calendar.
POLLS:
Polls will be conducted to know the views of people of the country
on issues that come up. Hence, poll questions will handled via
CMS.
stored in a NoSQL
database on the MongoDB server and will be retrieved from there
via the serve-side scripting language PHP.
questions.
Only registered users can participate in the poll. The CMS
administrator is the only one with the privilege to post the poll
questions using the Web interface.
QUIZZES:
Quizzes will be uploaded on initiatives being undertaken every
week, hence forming dynamic content. So it will be handled via the
CMS.
The quiz added each week will be stored in a NoSQL database on
the MongoDB server and will be retrieved from there via the serveside scripting language PHP.
Only registered users of the app can view the quiz.

All registered users can participate in the quiz. The CMS
administrator is responsible for adding new quiz each week using
the CMS Web interface.
REWARD SYSTEM:
A reward system will be maintained where registered users will be
awarded points on sharing content and participating in quiz. These
will be handled via the CMS.
registered users will also keep the track of the reward points.
The leader board showing points of all users will be visible to all
registered users of app.
handled by the algorithm provided in the CMS.
CREDIT POINTS:
A credit system will be maintained where users can earn credits by
playing games and any other criteria as specified. These will be
handled via the CMS.
The MySQL database which has details of registered users will also
keep the track of the credit points.
Each registered user can view his/her own credit points and no
user will have the right to view credit points of any other user.
Privileges:
No one can delete or modify the credit points. They will be handled
by the algorithm provided in the CMS.

